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black.” They also run their organization unapologreat deal from that mistake and I believe our orgagetically and neither you nor anyone else, includnization will become stronger if we unpack our
ing funders, have to like what they have to say, but
mistakes publicly and hold ourselves accountable
neither Howard Fuller nor anyone else I met at
for changes in our practice. We cannot be afraid of
the conference tailored their message based upon
making mistakes but we also need to stop making
whom they were talking to.
the same mistakes, time and time again.
BAEO believes in educational options for Black
As summer seminar agendas fade from planned
kids – period. And they mean all kinds of options:
to historic and we begin the new school year, I
public school, private school, charter school,
wonder what type of reflection I’ll have after anothreligious school, public vouchers for all kinds of
er year of struggle and accomplishment. What type
schools, and home school, meeting the needs of
of reflection might you have a year from now; what
each child as decided by the child’s parents. There
would the futures protocol have us understand
simply is nothing to defend in traditional public
about the school year ahead?
schools if those schools do not meet the needs of
How many children will enter kindergarten this
each child, and for poor black and brown kids in
year; how many will learn to read? How many will
this country, public school is
drop out, get pushed out, or
moderately fair at best and
tune out; how many will graduWhat type of reflection
abusive and damaging to
ate despite the odds? Who will
another generation of chilenter college and who a spot
might you have a year
dren at its worst – and there is
on a street corner? What will
from now; what would
plenty of the worst.
we do this year to counter the
What I learned at the condestructive forces of racism and
the futures protocol have
ference was that my privilege
what steps will we take to recus understand about the
and access afford my children
ognize the hidden curriculum
an OPTION that most urban
so we may struggle against it?
school year ahead?
kids don’t have. My children,
How many new teachers will
in practice, receive a voucher
enter the profession and how
to attend school. The voucher
many will leave? How many
is only good in the town I live in and its value
new schools will we open and how many failed
– both monetarily and educationally – is largely
schools will we close? What will be different a year
based on the value of my home. The correlates
from now because of our involvement – because of
between socioeconomic status and school success
who we are and what we bring to each situation?
are striking. So, I think the real question is how to
What will we each do toward our collective misprovide real OPTIONS for kids in all socioeconomic
sion of educational and social equity? What will be
strata and not just my kids and other pretty-well-off
our reflection?
kids. The realization hit me smack upside my head
A year ago I wrote that Isabella, our oldest,
and I can no longer defend allowing politicians and
was entering first grade. We entered the experibureaucrats to decide how best to educate other
ence with many questions and apprehensions,
people’s children. I didn’t leave the conference
and despite my squabbling over the never-ending
with a whole lot of answers, but I certainly left with
parade of homework dittos and the misuse of the
many questions that remain with me, and I know I
developmental report card, in reality, I am gratedon’t look at schools in quite the same way.
ful to Isabella’s teacher, and for all she did this
One of my regrets this year was the opening at
past year. Isabella learned how to read, mostly in
the Winter Meeting. We paraded one white person
school, an extraordinary process and, I think, a
after the next onto the podium without intent and,
little bit of magic when coached by a parent. It’s
worse, without thinking. After all the conversations
the magic that each child needs and deserves and
and all the individual and collective work we’ve
it’s our obligation to provide it. Have a wonderful
done around equity, our blindness was striking as
and magical school year.
<
we swam in the sea of white privilege.
I’ve been doing some motivational reading
recently and one of the lessons is to learn from misSteven Strull can be contacted at
takes and not be afraid to make them. I learned a
stevenstrull@optonline.net

he calendar of NSRF events matched the
heat this summer. Between June first and
September first there were 45 events on the
calendar.
This summer was notable for the variety of sessions along with the number. The Center of Activity
at UCLA School Management Program kicked it off
with a day of coaches’ clinics in Los Angeles on
May 31. UCLA SMP designed this clinic as the next
professional development step for educators who
have some CFG experience. The desired learning
objective for the day was to have the participants
gain more skills and a greater understanding of
how to create and sustain a professional learning
community. Participants used a common text on
professional learning communities and facilitated
protocols to meet this objective.
There was also a series of equity seminars,
starting with a Leading for Educational Equity
seminar in Bloomington, Indiana. Coaching For
Educational Equity is one facet of the work of NSRF
that focuses on examining personal practice and
experience through the lens of equity.
The Leading for Educational Equity seminar
was one offering this summer based on this work.
A central feature in the design of this seminar was
the intentional diversification of both the facilitation
and participant pools as an effort to build alliances
across differences.
Once the facilitators and participants were in
place, all parties worked to hold the space and “the
precious time for participants to critically reflect
upon what it means to thoughtfully and deliberately
include equity in their work as a school leader in
her/his local context in a thoughtful and proactive
manner.” One of the primary goals of the seminar
was to work towards eliminating the “predictive
value of race, class, gender, language, and special
capacities on success in school.”
The NSRF Center in San Francisco, San
Francisco Coalition of Equitable Small Schools
(SF-CESS), also had a series of sessions under the
umbrella theme of Teaching for Equity
The offerings were:
• Advisory: How can we plan backwards from
our mission and vision to create an Advisory
program focused on personalization and high
expectations?
• Student Activities: How can students take ownership of an activities program that fosters community and supports the school’s mission and
vision?
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• Data-Based Inquiry: How can we use formal
inquiry to foster a culture of shared leadership and develop Professional Development
focused on equitable student achievement?
• Portfolios and Exhibitions: How can we
authentically assess students meeting our high
academic expectations?
• Project-Based Learning: What does PBL look
like in my math class?
The Teaching for Equity sessions had a regional
impact, with participants from five states. The focus
of the work at the SF-CESS Center of Activity is on
classroom practices and these sessions were built
on this foundation. They provided a space to talk
about classroom practice, to model a personalized
small school experience, and to gain coaching
experience for participants to bring back to their
classrooms.
New York had two NSRF-focused professional
development sessions. One was on the habit and
practice of Looking Collaboratively at Student
Work. In this session participants had the opportunity to think together about the settings for looking
at student work and about the purposes of looking
at student work, including “accountability, equity,
depth of learning, depth of teaching, and community building.”
The other New York session focused on
Facilitative Leadership, the foundation that CFG
coaching is built upon. This session focused on
building facilitation skills, specifically “establishing group norms, opening and closing meetings,
resolving conflicts, enhancing participation and
engagement, exploring issues of equality, and
learning from texts and speakers.”
There were also several sessions for continued
learning for experienced CFG coaches and facilitative leaders. These sessions provided an “opportunity to deepen their learning, reflect on their
practice, and develop new skills and approaches
for coaching their CFGs.” They also provided a
venue for networking with new colleagues in the
coaches’ own area and reenergizing their work
in their CFG. One continued learning session in
Massachusetts had the intriguing title, “So You
Are a CFG Coach...Now What?” and focused on
sustaining CFGs. NSRF San Antonio had a continued learning session in August to kick off the new
school year.
Along with this
(continued page 22)
variety of sessions,
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inequities have we identified within our own
context? How are we responding?
What biases and stereotypes have we identified within our practice or within ourselves?
How are we responding?
What are we learning about the relationship between culture and student learning?
How are we working towards more culturally
responsive practices?
How do we hold one another accountable
to taking action based on what we learn and
discuss as a group, whether within our own
individual practice or within our organization
as a whole?
How do we know whether we are making
progress as a group? How do we measure success? What evidence or documentation do we
have of our own learning and impact? What
differences can we identify in student achievement across all subgroups?
<
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there were 32 new CFG Coaches seminars. CFG
Coaches seminars are our most typical introduction to the work of NSRF and our mission.
These 32 sessions reached educators in 19 states
through 20 Centers of Activity in every region from
Massachusetts to Hawai’i.
NSRF dues-paying membership added a new
dimension to sessions this summer. Offering membership to seminar participants provides a new
opportunity for them to be engaged in the national
NSRF community and support the mission of NSRF.
The summer sessions in Hawai’i were the first to
build in a one-year NSRF membership for participants.
This summer has been another learning opportunity for all of us. Our continued work has come
a long way in spreading our mission and vision for
democratic and equitable schools. The door has
been opened to hundreds of new NSRF colleagues
and scores of old ones have been renewed in their
practice and purpose. We look forward to reflecting on the important work of this summer in search
of its impact on the lives of our students this fall. <
The NSRF events database was the source
for the information in this article. This database is
only as good as the data provided, so if you are an
NSRF National Facilitator, please let the National
Center know about any upcoming NSRF seminar
experiences, so we may promote them on our
website and use the collected information to enrich
our network.
Chris Jones can be contacted at
cjones@nsrfharmony.org
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creation of professional learning communities. Ed.
D. dissertation, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, United States - Illinois. Retrieved
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This research has been funded in part by a
grant from the Lastinger Center for Learning.
Ellen Key Ballock can be reached
at ellenkey@hotmail.com
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NSRF’s Living History: An Interview with Greg Peters
Peggy Silva, New Hampshire

T

wo years ago, Gregory Peters became the
director of SF-CESS, the San Francisco
Coalition of Essential Small Schools, a regional
center of the Coalition of Essential Schools and a
center of activity of the NSRF. Prior to this work,
Greg served as principal of Leadership High School
in San Francisco, a ten-year-old charter school in
the southeast section of this city. Of the 340 students currently enrolled at Leadership, 95% are students of color, and 40% of the students qualify for
free or reduced lunch. Greg remains coprincipal
of Leadership High School, serving as a liaison
between this laboratory
school and the larger network
of organizations focused on
school change .
Greg notes that poor
nutrition, gangs, and violence
are major factors in his students’ daily lives. “Leadership
High School is a safe community for our students, but
our students are victims and
witnesses and even sometimes purveyors of the vioGreg Peters
lence that surrounds them.
We absolutely know our children well, and as a result are committed to serving
them even though we know any one of them could
exist on either side within the cycle of violence and
oppression that plagues our urban youth.

structure, but operated under a different name.
At the time, NSRF did not have a presence in
the Bay Area, so we chose to call our groups “IGroups,” a combination of CFG principles and
mini-research groups. We trained our department
leaders as coaches, although they coach heterogeneous groups, not department members. Our
I-Groups meet every three weeks in a rotation
of collaborative groups - departments, teams, and
professional development.
We are very conscious in our school’s IGroups and in our five-day training seminars about
our focus on equity. While it is
the challenge for every participant
to keep equity at the center of
our work and discussions, it is the
coaches’ responsibility to ensure
this. Our school is located in a
tough place, but we have a lot to be
proud of. Following an independent
audit of the San Francisco Unified
School District, Leadership High
School was one of only two schools
cited for making progress in closing the achievement gap. I choke
saying this out loud because our
progress still is not even close to
being enough. We need to share this information
to help sustain the work, but in the larger context,
our successes are merely a blip on the screen of
an intense urban area such as San Francisco.

How were you introduced to NSRF? What is this
organization’s role in your work?
I was a member of a CFG just as they were introduced. The following year (1996) I trained with
Juli Quinn as a coach, and coached a group from
Oceana High School, where I was a math and
art teacher for six years. CFGs became essential
in my work as a new principal at Leadership High
School.
Just in its third year, Leadership was not a good
place for students or for their teachers. The school
lacked a strong culture of professional development. CFGs were a natural fit in helping to shift
the culture to that of a learning organization. The
faculty of Leadership High School was firm in its
commitment that I serve as an instructional leader,
so we had to negotiate what that meant in the daily
life of our school. We spent that first year learning
how we needed to work together. CFGs provided
a needed structure for our learning. We used that

Greg, please describe the roots of your commitment to equity in your life and your work.
As an openly gay school leader, the concept of
equity is an innate part of my individual profile.
However, my greater sense of empathy comes
from growing up as a gay and closeted member
of a poor Rhode Island family on welfare. As a
teenager I passed for straight because that is the
first assumption of others, and for middle-class
because I am white and educated. As a result, I
was able to hear what my own oppressors (those
who looked like me) said about me while I was
in the very same room. I was hated in front of my
face without a filter because they didn’t know I
was their target. I learned quickly what those with
power and prejudice said of others when they
believed the others were not in their presence.
Out of fear, defense, anger and frustration - and
in ignorance of what
exactly to do - I learned
(continued on page 20)
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